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Abstract
Purpose Recovering tissue deformation during robotic-assisted minimally inva-
sive surgery (MIS) procedures is important for providing intra-operative guidance,
enabling in vivo imaging modalities and enhanced robotic control. The tissue mo-
tion can also be used to apply motion stabilization and to prescribe dynamic
constraints for avoiding critical anatomical structures.
Methods Image-based methods based independently on salient features or on
image intensity have limitations when dealing with homogeneous soft-tissues or
complex reflectance. In this paper, we use a triangular geometric mesh model in
order to combine the advantages of both feature and intensity information and
track the tissue surface reliably and robustly.
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Results Synthetic and in vivo experiments are performed to provide quantitative
analysis of the tracking accuracy of our method, we also show exemplar results for
registering multispectral images where there is only a weak image signal.
Conclusions Compared to traditional methods, our hybrid tracking method is
more robust and has improved convergence in the presence of larger displacements,
tissue dynamics and illumination changes.
Keywords Non-rigid surface tracking · Multispectral imaging · Minimally
invasive surgery · Illumination compensation
1 Introduction
Medical image computing and surgical vision can play an important role towards
improving the surgeon’s operating capabilities in highly dynamic anatomical re-
gions where tissue motion can complicate surgical dexterity and impede image-
guidance or intra-operative imaging [24, 28]. In MIS, recovering in vivo tissue
deformation in real-time by using endoscopic images has been explored predom-
inantly for deploying robotic motion stabilization [26]. While both 2D and 3D
tracking methodologies have been reported the problem of robustly tracking tis-
sues with poor texture characteristics remains a challenging task due to the il-
lumination complexity and variation, specular highlights and occlusions from the
surgical instruments [16].
Early work on tracking tissue motion in endoscopic video focused on the use
of feature-based methods in order to achieve real-time performance [17, 27]. More
recently robust feature driven techniques have been developed and reported to
achieve robust and long-term tracking invariant to difficult transformations [9, 20,
29]. The limitation of these approaches is that a dense region of the tissue is not
recovered and rather single points of interest are detected and tracked which these
can be isolated in specific regions. On the other hand, dense intensity-based meth-
ods have been reported where the tissue surface is modelled as a geometric mesh,
for example, using a Thin-plate spline (TPS) or Free-form deformation (FFD)
technique. Tracking is performed over the entire space covered by this model.
Richa et al. [21] employed a TPS model to estimate the heart surface deforma-
tion using multiple visual techniques to increase robustness and spatial resolution.
Braux-Zin et al. [4] introduced a new model of non-rigid surface registration to
merge feature and intensity-based costs in a pyramidal variational approach, how-
ever, the model fails in the presence of illumination variations. Besides, additional
specialized hardware can also be used for soft-tissue reconstruction [13].
In this study, we combine the advantages of both feature and intensity infor-
mation to track the tissue surface robustly and in difficult conditions with poor
illumination. Our method uses a triangular mesh model with geometric regular-
ization to represent the region of interest for tracking. The energy cost function
we optimize incorporates terms for feature correspondence energy and also for
intensity energy. We report encouraging results and compare our algorithm with
earlier works to show that performance is enhanced and the method can cope with
large motions due to the feature components while also handling regions of poor
textural information through the use of illumination compensated appearance. We
also show preliminary results applying our method to multispectral images, where
the signal can be low and difficult for tracking algorithms.
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2 Methods
We model the tracked tissue surface as a geometric mesh which can describe the
deformable tissue motion. During tracking, the locations of the mesh vertices are
updated to minimize energy functions with regard to the feature correspondence
alignment, dense image residuals and also illumination variations.
2.1 Geometric mesh model
In this work, we use the mesh model proposed by Pilet et al. [19]. As shown in
Fig. 1, the non-rigid tissue surface M to be tracked is modelled as a 2D triangular
geometric mesh with N vertices. vi = (vix, viy) represents the pixel location of
the ith triangle vertex of the mesh. Let Vx ∈ RN and Vy ∈ RN be the vector of
stacked vertex cooridinates of the x-axis and y-axis respectively. To represent the
shape and motion of M , we define a state vector S = (Vx,Vy)
T ∈ R2N .
Fig. 1: The left and right images are the template image T and the input image I
respectively. F is the set of feature correspondence obtained using feature matching
algorithm (shown as cyan). The tissue surface M is modelled as a triangular mesh
model (shown as green), so the deformation and motion of the surface M are
controlled by the state vector S consisting of the mesh vertices v.
Any point p within M can be located via the warping function W(p; S) by
using its barycentric coordinate (bi, bj , bk) and the vertices of the triangle it lies
within (vi,vj,vk), where the triplets (i, j, k) represent the triangle vertex indice.
Barycentric vector b ∈ RN only contains non-zero elements at index (i, j, k).
W(p; S) =
[
b 0
0 b
] [
Vx Vy
]T
= BS (1)
where bi + bj + bk = 1. Then the task of surface tracking is to estimate the state
vector S of the mesh through the whole image sequence.
2.2 Feature-based tracking
One advantage of our framework is that it can cope with any kind of feature
detection and tracking method as originally presented by [8]. In this study we
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used the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) descriptor [2] implemented in the
OpenCV library [3] to obtain feature correspondences.
Given a set of feature correspondences, to estimate the deformation of M with
tissue displacement, we minimize an energy function subject to S in the following
equation:
εF (S) = λεR(S) + εC(S) (2)
where εR represents the regularization energy, εC is a feature correspondence
measure and λ controls the regularization influence [19].
No matter what kind of feature matching algorithm is used, it is usually in-
evitable to avoid erroneous correspondences, which we consider as outliers. The
presence of outliers can severely affect deformation estimation, for instance by
breaking the mesh topology. Therefore, the regularization energy εR is used to
prevent the mesh model from overfitting the data. The mesh model can be con-
sidered as a set of hexagons, one of which is shown in green in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: A hexagonal element h in the undeformed mesh model (shown in green).
The distance between co-linear vertices is equal under certain types of hexagon
motion.
For each hexagon triplets (l,m, n) in the undeformed mesh model, the distances
between all the co-linear vertices are equal respectively. This property can be used
to preserve the regularity of the mesh. We seperate the coordinates of the vertices
along x and y axis, and therefore the regularization energy term is defined as in [7]:
εR(S) =
1
2
∑
(l,m,n)∈E
(vlx − 2vmx + vnx)2 + (vly − 2vmy + vny)2
=
1
2
∑
(l,m,n)∈E
∑
i=x,y
 vlivmi
vni
T  1−2
1
 1−2
1
T  vlivmi
vni
 (3)
where E is composed of all the index triplets (l,m, n) for the co-linear vertices.
For convenience, this can be formulated in the matrix form:
εR(S) =
1
2
(VxKV
T
x + VyKV
T
y )
=
1
2
ST
[
K 0
0 K
]
S =
1
2
STRS
(4)
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where R ∈ R2N×2N is a sparse and regular matrix which can be determined by
the set of triplets E.
Let ct = (u, v)
T represent the location of one feature in the frame t, and F
be the set of all correspondences we obtained after feature matching. The feature
correspondence energy is defined as:
εC(S) =
∑
c∈F
ρ(‖ct −W(ct−1; S)‖, r) (5)
where ρ is a robust estimator, and r is the confidence radius. The choice of the
robust estimator is crucial for decreasing the effect of outliers. Various robust func-
tions exist [4, 19, 30], in this work we follow the estimator and optimization method
proposed by Zhu et al. [30]. Based on the modified finite Newton method [12, 14],
Zhu et al. proposed the Progressively Finite Newton (PFN) method [30], in which
the robust estimator ρ(δ, r) uses a coarse-to-fine scheme. The initial value of r is
set to 500 and is progressively reduced at a constant rate. The optimization pro-
cess stops when the confidence radius r reduces to one pixel which is close to the
expected precision. Because the method only needs one Newton step for each r to
achieve convergence, the whole process can be solved in a fixed number of steps.
2.3 Deformable Lucas-Kanade method
Feature-based tracking is fast and can handle large displacements, but it has limi-
tations because of the sparse motion field and the reliance on salient image texture.
In [30], the authors employed a deformable Lucas-Kanade (DLK) method, which
is a deformable variation of the intensity-based Lucas-Kanade (LK) method [1].
The energy function subject to S is defined as:
εI(S) = ηεR(S) + εSSD(S) (6)
where εR represents the regularization energy and η controls the regularization
influence. The intensity energy εSSD uses the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD)
to form a similarity measure between the template image T and the input image I:
εSSD(S) =
1
2
∑
p
[
T (W(p; ∆S))− I(W(p; S))]2 (7)
The SSD metric directly compares the illumination of every pixel p in the tracked
area, which makes it quite sensitive to changes in lighting. Recently, a new sim-
ilarity metric called the Sum of Conditional Variance (SCV) was introduced for
multi-modal medical image registration [18], and Richa et al. [21] used it for visual
tracking. In MIS, compared to SSD, SCV is invariant to non-linear illumination
variations. In this study, we improved the DLK method of Zhu et al. [30] by em-
ploying the SCV metric. Let [0, dT ] and [0, dI ] represent the intensity range of the
template image T and the input image I respectively, the intensity energy εSCV
is defined as:
εSCV (S) =
1
2
∑
p
[
T (W(p; ∆S))− Iˆ(W(p; S))]2 (8)
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with the SCV image
Iˆ(W(p; S)) = E (T (p)|I(W(p; S))) (9)
where E (·) is the expectation operator. This can be computed using the joint
intensity distribution between T and I
Pij =
1
Np
∑
p
Φ
(
T (p)− i)Φ(I(W(p; S))− j) (10)
where Np represents the number of pixels, Φ(x) = 1 if and only if x = 0, i ∈
[0, dT ], j ∈ [0, dI ]. The conditional expectation can then be computed as:
E (T (p)|I(W(p; S))) =
∑
i
i
Pij∑
i Pij
(11)
During tracking, the SCV image Iˆ(W(p; S)) is computed only once for every input
image I [21]. Then the optimization can be processed like the standard procedure
for the LK method. After performing the first-order Taylor expansion and setting
the derivative equal to zero, solving for ∆S we have:
∆S = H−1
(− ηRS +∑
p
(∇T ∂W
∂S
)T (Iˆ(W(p; S))− T (p))) (12)
with the Hessian matrix:
H = ηR +
∑
p
(∇T ∂W
∂S
)T (∇T ∂W
∂S
) (13)
Because any LK method is based on the assumption that the current estimate of
the parameters is approximately correct. This means that by using εSSD or εSCV
alone we cannot deal with significant displacement between frames [1]. We use the
feature-based tracking result as initialization to fulfil this assumption and to lead
the optimization toward correct convergence.
2.4 Template updating
After an extended sequence of tracking, it is possible that the original template
will not accurately represent the tracked surface due to physiological effects such
as bleeding after instrument-tissue interactions. To avoid errors caused by the
appearance changes we use a template updating strategy [15]. First, at every frame
we update the template image to be the tracked region of the input image. In
this way, the updated template could lessen the possible appearance difference
between the original template and input image. At the same time small errors
will accumulate during this process and cause the template to gradually drift
away. Therefore, to correct the drift we keep the original template and align the
updated template with it to estimate the final update. This two-step template
update with drift correction strategy can avoid local minima during optimization
and prevent the drifting problem. Additionally, specular reflections create strong
image gradients which are salient and can bias feature detection and appearance-
based tracking metrics. We use a combination of intensity thresholding and dilation
operations to remove the highlights [10, 25] (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Specular highlight removal procedure before tracking: (a) Before highlight
removal; (b) Highlight mask; (c) After highlight removal.
3 Experiments and results
3.1 Synthetic data experiments
As ground truth information for soft-tissue motion is not available during surgery,
we used a custom simulation environment in Fig. 4 to mimic the periodic defor-
mation of the tissue surface induced by the cardiac cycle and respiration [23]. The
environment can generate synthetic image sequences by performing small but ar-
bitrary rotations and translations to the pixels of one template image. To test the
computational stability of the method, we also added different levels of Gaussian
noise (noise=5%, 10% and 20%) to the synthetic sequence.
Fig. 4: Simulation environment experiment setup for generating synthetic image
sequences.
To quantitatively validate the performance of our algorithm, we tracked two
regions of interest (ROI) as seen in Fig. 4. The first ROI located near the right
bottom corner deforms towards the center during tracking, so the displacement
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is large between frames; the second ROI is located in the central area and is
compressed during tracking.
Since we generated the whole synthetic sequence, we have the ground truth of
the mesh vertices in each frame. We computed and compared the mean and stan-
dard deviation (STD) of the tracking error (pixel) compared to the ground truth
with different methods: the feature-based PFN method, the modified intensity-
based DLK using the SCV metric and our proposed hybrid PFNLK method.
The tracking results of the two ROIs with different noise levels through the
sequence are shown in Fig. 5. Since the displacement between frames of this se-
quence is too large, the DLK method quickly loses track, while the PFN and our
PFNLK method track fairly well. The PFNLK method outperforms all the other
methods, but more obviously for ROI 2 than ROI 1.
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Fig. 5: Synthetic experiment results: (a) Mean error for ROI 1; (b) The standerd
deviation of error for ROI 1; (c) Mean error for ROI 2; (d) The standerd deviation
of error for ROI 2.
3.2 In vivo data experiments
For evaluating the potential clinical value of the proposed tracking algorithm, ex-
periments on in vivo image sequences recorded at 25 fps using the da VinciTMsurgical
robotic platform (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.) have been conducted. Since the lack of
ground truth is a problem for validating tracking performance with real surgical
sequences, we used the modified forward-backward tracking methodology based on
even-odd frames [22]. For a given sequence, the forward tracking is made on the
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even frames and the backward tracking is made on the odd frames. The assumption
is that if a ROI is perfectly tracked, it should return to the initial location in the
first frame. This is considered to be artificial ground truth for tracking methods.
Compared to the original forward-backward tracking strategy [11], which tracked
the ROI frame by frame as they move forward and backward to the beginning of
the sequence, the backward tracking is decorrelated from the forward tracking by
using different frames. In our experiments, we chose a robotic radical prostatec-
tomy sequence, which is represented by I = (I0, I1, I2, . . . , In). Then according to
the above methodology, FB = (I0, I2, I4, . . . , In−2, In, In−1, . . . , I3, I1, I0) is the
corresponding modified forward-backward sequence where It is the frame t of the
original sequence. As seen in Fig. 6, the first frame (frame 0) is the same as the
last frame (frame 50) in the FB sequence.
We tracked the same ROI with the three methods, and the tracking result can
be seen in Fig. 6. The DLK method loses track, but the PFN and the PFNLK
methods track well. Until the last frame, the PFN method tracked back to near the
original location, while the PFNLK method tracked back to the initial location.
Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) can also be used to evaluate the tracking
Fig. 6: Comparison of performance for a FB sequence with camera motion. The
first frame (frame 0) and the last frame (frame 50) are identical, so if a ROI
is perfectly tracked, it should return to the initial location in the first frame: (a)
Frame 0; (b) The DLK frame 50; (c) The PFN frame 50; (d) The PFNLK frame 50.
performance quantitatively. Higher NCC value is a surrogate measure for better
tracking performance as it shows close image alignment. We computed the NCC
between the template ROI and the tracked ROI in Fig. 7a and computed it again
after the SCV illumination mapping step shown on Fig. 7b. The similarity between
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b means the illumination changes in this sequence are not large.
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As the figure indicates, the PFNLK method outperformed the PFN method which
slowly drifted away during the backward tracking.
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Fig. 7: The comparison of NCC and of tracked point with different tracking meth-
ods throughout the FB sequence: (a) NCC between the original template and
tracked ROIs; (b) NCC computed after SCV illumination mapping step.
We chose another radical prostatectomy sequence1 to evaluate the tracking per-
formance in the presence of instrument occlusions. Occlusions are commonplace
throughout the surgical procedure and present a significant challenge to tracking
algorithms, especially if the instruments deform and manipulate the tissue of in-
terest. This sequence consists of 600 frames and the tracked ROI is occluded by
the surgical tools during certain time periods during the sequence.
We initialized each of the three methods with the same ROI and representative
tracking results over the full sequence are shown in Fig. 8. Since the DLK method
encountered tracking failure quickly, we left it out of the discussion below. It is
possible to observe that on frame 81 (the second column), the tracked ROI is
occluded by the surgical tool, and for the following frames after the occlusion the
PFN optimization of the mesh is trapped in a local minima and never recovers
back, as seen on frame 124 (the third column). By using the PFNLK method the
tracked ROI recovered after frame 124 and continued tracking suggesting that the
algorithm is more robust compared to the PFN method.
Following the same validation procedure, we computed the NCC between the
template and the tracked ROIs for this sequence without and with the illumination
mapping step. The results are shown in Fig. 9. A sharp drop-off and recovery
can be observed between frames 172 and 308 without the illumination mapping
in Fig. 9a, however, this is not reflected by visually inspecting the quality of the
tracking results. In the original sequence the tracked areas were shifted to the very
left side of the view during this interval, so the illumination condition changed
greatly due to the camera motion. This inauthentic change reflects that the NCC
metric cannot handle non-linear light changes very well. In Fig. 9b, the input
images are mapped to mimic the illumination condition of the template image
using the SCV metric, and we can see that the inauthentic changes of the NCC
have disappeared, also the NCC went up after frame 123 for the PFNLK method,
which is accordance with the visual interpretation. This means that the NCC can
be trusted as a surrogate measure under similar lighting conditions. We can also
1 http://www.surgicalvision.cs.ucl.ac.uk/data
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Fig. 8: Comparison of performance for occulusion sequence: (Top row) intensity-
based DLK method; (Middle row) feature-based PFN method; (Bottom row) our
hybrid PFNLK method.
infer from the evaluation that the SCV metric we used is neccessary if there exist
potential illumination variations.
Furthermore, we manually tracked one point within the ROI through the whole
sequence, and use the position of the point in each frame as ground truth (GT). In
Fig. 9c the tracked trajectories of different methods are illustrated with the GT,
also the tracking errors are computed and shown in Fig. 9d, we can see that the
tracking error of the PFNLK is the lowest, which is consistent with the analysis
above.
3.3 Experiments with multispectral data
To illustrate the importance of using the SCV rather than an illumination sen-
sitive metric, we provide exemplar results of registering multispectral images. In
sequential multispectral images where the image stack is acquired one wavelength
at a time, some images can have very low signal strength due to the camera and
light-tissue interaction characteristics such as absorption and scattering as shown
in Fig. 10. If the tissue under interrogation moves during acquisition, this causes
misalignment of the multispectral stack and, for instance, renders spectral analy-
sis to calculate oxygenation levels impossible [5]. We tracked the same ROI using
the DLK method with and without the SCV illumination mapping step and the
tracking result are shown in Fig. 10. The histogram of the SCV images in the
figure is equalized because the template image is too dark.
As Fig. 10 indicates, the original DLK method in [30] loses track eventually
(see top row); while our modified DLK method maps the input image I to the
template image T in order to obtain the SCV image Iˆ, after the SCV mapping
12 X. Du et al.
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Fig. 9: The comparison of the NCC and of tracked point with different tracking
methods throughout the occlusion sequence: (a) The NCC between the original
template and tracked ROIs; (b) The NCC computed after SCV illumination map-
ping step; (c) Trajectory of the tracked point; (d) Tracking error of the tracked
point.
step the images of different wavelengths are under similar illumination conditions
(see middle row). The tracking result of our modified DLK method is more robust
than the original DLK method (see bottom row). Since the tissue motion is quite
small in the sequence, to show our tracking effect more clearly we picked images
of wavelength from 550 ∼ 570 nm with observable motion from the sequence and
computed the absolute difference between the template and tracked ROI without
and with misalignment correction. Due to the darkness, the result image is en-
hanced and transformed to pseudo-color image as illustrated in Fig. 11. It shows
that the misalignment decreases with our method, and the spectral data can be
reconstructed after the motion compensation. We also tested on other multispec-
tral images, and showed the difference image result in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The
misalignment of vessels on 13 is corrected using the SCV metric.
During the computation of the probability distribution functions in Equa-
tion. 10, noise will be added to the SCV images due to the impact of histogram
binning [6]. If the chosen number of histogram bins is too low, the resulting SCV
images will lose a lot of high frequency details; on the other hand, if the full
dynamic range of the image is chosen this results in noise in the SCV images.
The impact may be alleviated by using adapted histogram bins. In our experi-
ments, dT = dI = 256.
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Fig. 10: The alignment of multispectral images (wavelength λ = 480 ∼ 680 nm)
without and with illumination compensation: (Top row) original DLK method
using SSD metric; (Middle row) SCV images; (Bottom row) our modified DLK
method using SCV metric.
Fig. 11: The original multispectral images and the difference images without and
with using SCV metric: (Top row) the template frame ( λ = 480nm) with the
tracked ROI and several frames with observable motion; (Middle row) the differ-
ence ROI images without compensation; (Bottom row) the difference ROI images
with compensation
4 Conclusions
In this study, we presented a hybrid tracking method for estimating the defor-
mation of soft-tissue surfaces by using a constrained geometric model combining
sparse feature tracking with a modified DLK method [30]. Our algorithm uses the
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Fig. 12: The original frames and the difference images of another multispectral
image sequence.
Fig. 13: Vessel misalignment correction.
SCV as the similarity metric to handle illumination variations, for example as seen
in multispectral imaging, and facilitate tracking in very low light conditions where
traditional approaches fail. The performance of our method on synthetic and in
vivo datasets suggests that the hybrid approach improves the capability of cor-
rect convergence when tissue dynamics undergo large intra-frame displacements
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or significant illumination change occurs. The feature tracking component of the
proposed algorithm is very fast when using simple features and the mesh optimiza-
tion using only the feature energy is computationally efficient allowing real-time
application. We are currently investigating the GPU implementation of the im-
proved intensity-based DLK component using SCV which we believe can also be
developed to work at image-acquisition frame rates. Extending the presented al-
gorithm to stereo images is also ongoing work, however, the regularization that
we currently employ requires modification to appropriately handle deformations
in 3D space.
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